TRAINING LEADERS of CADETS
INTERMEDIATE COURSE

LESSON PLAN
2.2 Feedback & Mentoring
VERSION:

October 2021 please verify this is the latest version by visiting gocivilairpatrol.com/TLC

DURATION:

60 minutes approximately. Subtopic times shown in margins below are also approximate

INSTRUCTOR:

A master-rated cadet programs officer or highly experienced CC or CDC is suggested

KEY QUESTION:

What is the cadet program officer’s role in providing feedback, and specifically how are
leadership feedback meetings supposed to work?

OBJECTIVES:

1.

Describe the importance of feedback in cadet personal development.

2. Describe the Johari Window and explain why its blind spots are relevant to young
leaders
3. Describe the basic principles of informal feedback

SIMPLE OUTLINE:

4.

Describe basic concepts that should govern feedback meetings

1.

Welcome & Starter

2. Feedback is Reflection
3. Johari Window
4. Leadership Expectations as Performance Goals
5. The Purpose is Growth
6. Informal Feedback
7. Formal Feedback
8. Sustaining a Cadet in Grade
9. Exercise
10. Summary & Closing
CLASS ACTIVITIES:

Group discussion, followed by an activity where given realistic scenarios affecting cadets,
participants will complete CAPF 60-90 leadership feedback forms and role-play a feedback
meeting.

EQUIPMENT:

Annotated CAPF 60-90’s, 1 set per student
Included in the Student Packet: Exercise handout and blank CAPF 60-91 and CAPF 60-92
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Welcome & Starter
Q:1

3 min

Has anyone ever been given a piece of feedback that was really important in your
development as a leader, that altered the way you think? And how did you change as
a result of that?

Allow participants to share. The examples should focus on how someone changed.
Rephrase the question if necessary. You don’t need to share this example, but if no one
brings about a great example, use this one:
A:1:

Based on true events: Sixteen-year-old C/2nd Lt Dwindle was just promoted to the position
of flight commander. After a few months in the position the staff suggested doing his 60-93
evaluation. He was in the middle of the Phase and the staff felt it would be a good time to
revie his performance.
This squadron, on occasion, gave the cadets a survey to fill out about their experience in the
squadron. So in addition to speaking with Dwindle’s superiors, they gave his flight the survey,
which asked them about all aspects of their cadet life, including their leaders.
After gathering the data, it was discovered that the members of Cadet Dwindle’s flight were
most unhappy. He was treating them too harshly and never had anything positive to say to
them. He followers felt he was always angry with them and didn’t care.
During the feedback meeting Cadet Dwindle was shocked by this feedback. He in fact did
care very much and wanted his flight to succeed, which is why he drove them so hard. The
cadet commander and the leadership officer who were leading the meeting discussed with
him the specific leadership traits he needed to work on, and talked practically about what it
looked like too be a leader that followers wanted to follow.
It took some time, and some regular informal mentoring, but Cadet Dwindle change his
approach to leading his flight. His members were happier, and were more successful.
Ultimately Cadet Dwindle grew into an excellent leader, eventually becoming the cadet
commander of his unit and going on to be a great leader and boss in his professional life.
This may not have been the case if:
1. There wasn’t an opportunity to give the feedback (60-90 series meeting)
2. Staff hadn’t taken the time to find out from others how he was really doing (not
just their impression)
3. The cadets in the unit felt they could be honest
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Feedback is Reflection

1 min

Feedback is important for our development, and for cadets’ development. Feedback
essentially is reflection. If you remember from TLC-B reflection is a really important part of
the experiential learning process. Cadets in CAP are leading by doing. But that is only half the
process, they will never fully grasp what they have learned or done if they don’t reflect on the
experience.
Ultimately, we want to bring cadets to a stage where they are engaging in self-reflection, and
regularly thinking about how things went, what are areas of strength and what are areas for
growth. A person who can do that well, can grow to be successful in most areas of life.
On order for cadets to get there, we need to role model this and lead them though it again

and again.
Transition: So, the question bears, HOW do we do this? We have talked about the WHY,
but now, the HOW. Let’s jump into some of the practical matters when it comes to feedback
and helping a cadet reflect on themself to identify areas of strength and areas for growth.

Johari Window

6 min

Hopefully at this point we can agree that feedback & reflection is important. We are going to
take a few moments to look at a model that will help us understand our human personality a
little bit better.
The Johari Window is a tool to help us understand our relationship with ourselves and others,
as it relates to mentoring.
As you can see in the ‘‘window’’ we have areas that are Known to Self & Others, and Not
Known to Self & Others, and they overlap in some areas
Let’s take a look at those areas.
Public. This is an area that is known to me the mentor, and it is also know to you, my mentee.
So, for example the fact that you have brown hair, or that your name is John. I know it and
you know it. Often the things in this box are obvious things, but as you develop a deeper
relationship more personal things could go in this box.
Private. Some call this the Façade. In this quadrant are things we know about, but others do
not. Two things can happen here. One, maybe we are hiding certain things from others. For
example, maybe you know you have an anxiety disorder, but you are so good at hiding it,
most people don’t see it.
Other things that can be in this box are things that we have no idea how to communicate.
Maybe we think we have communicated that we are displeased with the work that was
submitted, but the other person has no idea that you are displeased because the way in
which you communicated it was insufficient.
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Blind. These are things that others can see, but we cannot. As an adult leader you may easily
be able to tell that a cadet has issues with time management, but the cadet is totally
unaware of this, and perhaps instead blames others for his workload.
Unknown. Unknown features are hidden from yourself and your mentor. Unconscious and
subconscious thoughts inhabit the Unknown quadrant. They are things that haven’t come to
light yet. For example, perhaps you have repressed anger from a traumatic childhood event.
Perhaps that is fueling a current inability to forgive your teammate. You may be unaware of
this repressed anger, and others are unaware of this repressed anger.

Q1:

So how does this relate to mentoring cadets? What boxes are most applicable to the
feedback and reflection process?

A1:

Answers may vary, but try to ensure the group addresses most of these points:

•

Blind & Private come most into play.
o

Blind: This is where the mentor will have a cadet do some self-examination and
guide them towards identifying some unseen character traits (both positive &
negative), and help the cadet grow in the areas needing it

o

Private: This is where the cadet might reveal some hidden struggles that may be
affecting areas of cadet life.

•

We all have blind spots; a thoughtful leader tries to become aware of them and
overcome them; a good mentor helps us see them

•

Other people (wingmen and mentors) view your actions from a different vantage point
and therefore they may see things you don't, we need to teach cadets to welcome their
feedback

•

As much as we know the people in our lives, we don’t know them fully --- people keep
certain thoughts, feelings, experiences, and dreams to themselves, so we don’t always
know ‘‘what’s really going on’’

•

If your self-image matches how others describe you, you can be confident about that self
image (I think I’m a good speaker; people say I am, so it’s likely true in reality)

Transition: Now that we have taken a look at how, as humans, we have or create blind spots,
both for ourselves and for others. Now let’s talk about some practices that can bring some of
those hidden traits into view, so they can be worked on.
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Leadership Expectations as Performance Goals

3 min

Everyone should be familiar with the Leadership Expectations listed on the Super Chart,
discussed during TLC Basic’s class on cadet advancement. Still, we will do a little review here.
The Leadership Expectations give us a general guideline of what traits cadets should be
demonstrating, and what traits we should be mentoring them on.
Let’s take a minute to review:
Q1:

Progressive: What does it mean when we say the Leadership Expectations are
progressive?

A1:

As cadets advance through the phases, the Leadership Expectations build on each
other so cadets are advancing and getting more competent in each leadership area.

Q2:

Promotion Process: What role do the Leadership Expectations play in the promotion
process?

A2:

They’re the performance standards by which a cadet’s behavior as a leader is judged.
A cadet who is fulfilling the expectations is ready for promotion; the cadet who is
struggling to perform at that level needs more time to mature before being promoted.

Q3:

Grey Area: We have an objective list that is qualitatively evaluated. What does that
mean?

A3:

It’s a grey area. This area of promotion readiness is not as black and white as some
of the other areas. And 80% on a test is pretty straight-forward. But with the
Leadership Expectations, we need to individually evaluate a cadet’s growth in an area
using observations and experience, guided by these expectations.
There may be grey areas that require discretion, and clear communication. A cadet
likely will expect to be promoted when he has his 56 days in grade. If the staff, on the
other hand, feels he needs more time in grade this needs to be clearly communicated,
and not on promotion day.
If mentoring and feedback has been delivered correctly, the cadet should not be
surprised when he does not get promoted. In a few minutes we will discuss how to
do that well.

The Purpose is Growth

4 min

There are several ways to provide valuable and constructive feedback to cadets that will help
them to reflect on them self in a way which leads to growth and development. Let’s explore
some key principles that should guide your feedback meetings.
Again, the Purpose is Growth. The purpose for any feedback meeting is growth. So how can
we create an atmosphere that is conducive to growth in cadets?
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Tone: This is the utmost importance when approaching a feedback session. If you want the
cadet to really learn, then you need to approach with a tone that indicates that. If the cadet
screwed up, and you want him to learn form that mistake, then you have to use a tone that
allows for open dialog. If you come in with a harsh tone, angry and borderline yelling, no
mentoring is happening in that moment. The cadet will endure your anger, and he’ll know he
screwed up, but how much will he have learned from that about how to actually better
himself?
Chewing someone out is not mentoring.
Open Dialog: A mentoring session is a two-way conversation. That means the people on
both sides of the table --- the cadet and the staff --- should share in the back and forth of
discussion.
A good mentor will ask open-ended questions to guide the cadet to get to the answer,
instead of us giving it to him. For example:
• ‘‘How do you think this is going right now?’’
• ‘‘Do you think there is something that you could have done to prevent X from
happening?
• ‘‘What might be a better way next time?’’
• ‘‘How do you think you are progressing in the area of attitude?’’
o ‘‘What about what happened last week when the FTX was cancelled, how did
you handle that?’’
• ‘‘How do you think the class you taught last week went?’’

Don’t forget to lead the cadet to good things too! It’s about strengths AND areas for
growth.
It’s important that the cadet has opportunities to speak for at least three reasons.
• By listening to the cadet, we can check that he or she is really grasping what we are
getting at.
• It allows the cadet to bring problems or challenges to our attention, including
opportunities to tell us what we can do differently as mentors and supervisors.
• It reaffirms the cadet’s dignity and status as a free and responsible young adult who
is empowered to take charge of his or her own growth.
Be Specific: Feedback meetings include advice that is specific. This is especially important
because most cadets are only beginning to think abstractly, so if you want their behavior to
change, they’ll do better if your counsel is fairly detailed and specific. If you can, prompt the
cadet to identify those details on his own, and help lead him toward the solution.
For example:
WEAK:

Pay more attention to your flight’s appearance.

GOOD:

Next time, I want to see you doing uniform spot checks of the cadets in your
flight during the time between your arrival and opening formation. (specific)

BETTER: Tell me, specifically, what you can do to help your flight improve on its uniform

inspections? (leading the cadet to get there on his own)
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Be Helpful. Feedback meetings are supposed to be helpful experiences, with the cadet
walking away with some ideas on how to improve her performance and grow. The staff
should connect the cadet with resources like tutors, regulations, explanations of new
methods, etc. ‘‘Who in our squadron has a great command voice? Do you want to ask her for
help? Where could you find rules about proper wear of the uniform? Do you know where to
find that on the website?’’

Informal Feedback

7 min

Within our CAP routines there are many ways to offer up feedback to cadets.
Informal feedback is the type of feedback that happens most often throughout the meetings
and activities. When an instance comes up where a cadet would benefit from some feedback,
the staff would find an appropriate moment to pull them aside (keeping within CPP
standards) to give them the feedback.
• Happens in the moment, or as close to the moment as possible
• It is the most useful form of feedback, as it occurs when the incident is fresh in a
person’s mind
• Gives them an opportunity to improve on something the next time it comes up
• It lets cadets know you are around, interested, and available
• It is usually brief and straight to the point
• It can provide opportunities for cadets to express a deeper issue that is going on
Q1:

Describe some scenarios where you might give informal feedback.

A1:

Answers should include these types of scenarios, and should include both positive and
constructive feedback
Has a poor uniform
Showing disrespect
Teaching could be improved
Not tactful in communication
Struggling with a drill maneuver
Struggling in an aspect of managing staff
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Great looking uniform
Is consistently on time
Taught a great class
A job well done (in anything)

Activity: Informal Feedback
Example #1: While on the drill deck, the Flight Sergeant did an excellent job of implementing
the accommodations for the new cadet who has a special need.
Q2:

How would you give this cadet informal positive feedback?

A2:

Give some time for answers, they should be along the lines of:
o
o
o
o

Pull that cadet aside (in view of other people --- CPP) maybe while the flight
was on a hydration break and she wasn’t actively leading
Quickly let her know that you saw what she did, and it was done well.
Be discreet about it as to not embarrass the new cadet
 Public praise is fine in some case, but not always appropriate
Don’t disrupt an activity to provide feedback

Example #2: While teaching a cadet staff had an outburst towards a flight member for
forgetting his classroom supplies. His response was way over the top, and unnecessary.
Q3:

How would you give this cadet informal feedback?

A3:

Give some time for answers, they should be along the lines of:
o

Wait until the class is over. There are no safety issues at hand so its ok to
wait. Before the end of the night, sit the cadet down and discuss what
happened:
 ‘‘What was going on with Cadet Smith and his classroom materials?’’
 ‘‘How do you think you handled that?’’
 ‘‘Do you think that set a tone for the whole class? What was the vibe
after that?’’
 ‘‘What could be done better on your part?’’
 ‘‘Do you think you might need to follow up with Cadet Smith?
Perhaps let Cadet Smith know that is was unacceptable that he
forgot his materials but also that you responded disproportionately
to his mistake.’’
• Humility is an excellent character trait we should aim to
instill in our cadets.

o

If a cadet isn’t aware of their indiscretion and isn’t getting to the heart of the
issue with your leading questions, be direct with them to let them know that
how they handled something was inappropriate.
 Its better if a cadet can get there on their own but sometimes they
need it pointed out to them directly and specifically

Informal feedback is the heart of mentoring. We need to train ourselves to do it regularly,
and we need to train our cadet staff to give feedback regularly. In order to give feedback we
(and our cadet staff) have to be out and about and actually seeing things happen. We can’t
give feedback on cadets if we never see them do anything. We must be intentional about
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getting in front of cadets purely to observe them, so we have something specific to say about
their performance. This can be difficult sometimes when we have to balance other
responsibilities. If you can’t do it, try to find someone who can. It will be worth the effort to
put time and energy into mentoring your cadets.
Formal Feedback

8 min

Within the Cadet Program there are a few ways to offer formal feedback, but we must be
more intentional to ensure that these feedback sessions are happing. They will require a bit
of prior planning.
Q1:

What are some formal ways in which we provide feedback to cadets?

A1:

Answer should include:
•
•
•

After Action Reviews (AAR)
Check rides
CAPF 60-90 series

There are a few formal processes that naturally lend to giving feedback to cadets. We are
going to focus in on the CAPF 60-90 series forms and feedback sessions.

CAPF 60-90 Series Feedback Sessions: Once per phase a cadet must receive a 60-90
feedback meeting. The form number aligns with the phase a cadet is currently in, and
evaluates the cadet’s progression through the Leadership Expectations for their respective
phase. For promotion to the next phase the cadet must be in alignment with the Leadership
Expectations listed on the Super Chart, as we mentioned earlier.
We want to set the cadet up for success and to ensure that they are able to promote on time.
The purpose is not to punish them for poor performance, but to help them grow so that they
will progress.
These meetings can be completed at any time during the Phase; they do not need to be right
at the milestone promotion. In fact it makes more sense to have them in the middle of the
phase so the cadets are clear about their performance and where they stand. It gives them
time to improve before their milestone promotion.
The form should be filled out by the evaluator prior to the meeting. The evaluator may be
senior member, or a cadet officer working under a senior member’s supervision. The
evaluation should include input from cadet staff and other senior members who have
observed the cadet, to get a full and accurate view of the cadet’s progression. If you (and
your cadet staff) are giving routine, informal feedback, it should be no surprise to the cadet
what they hear in this meeting.
The guidelines for these meetings can be found on the back of the form, and in the Cadet
Staff Handbook (CAPP 60-31, 2.7) but let’s go through them now.
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1.

Meet in a location that offers some privacy, but avoid situations that place a senior and
cadet alone together.

2. Have the cadet formally report to the officer(s) who will be providing the feedback.
a. It’s encouraged to include a cadet staff in these sessions as they often are the
one who is more involved in their direct supervision, and it’s a leadership
opportunity for them.
3. Put the cadet at ease so they may focus on the conversation at hand.
4. Ask the cadet to describe some recent successes they have had, leadership skills they
are working on, etc. Help them to verbally reflect on the specific Leadership Expectations.
Challenge the cadet to think critically and be specific. Remember this is a two-way
conversation about a cadet’s leadership performance.
a. Having a cadet fill out a copy of the form ahead of time as a self-reflection
practice is a good opportunity for the cadet to think about themselves objectively
and to prepare for the meeting.
i. This is an optional exercise, not a required part of the requirements.
5. Review the ratings in the top portion of the form. For each item, provide constructive and
positive feedback.
6. As part of the process, you’ll identify some of the cadet’s recent successes and let them
know where they are doing well, and also identify 2 or 3 leadership skills that the cadet
could grow in. Give specific suggestions on what they should do to improve in those
areas, but do not overwhelm them with too much feedback.
7. If they are in danger of not promoting when its time, be sure to work out a specific plan
for items the need to work on. And set a specific date when you will meet again to
review the cadets progress. Its only required that you meet once, but you may meet
more than that.
a. The goal of these meetings is to set the cadet up for success and to promote on
time, not to punish them for poor performance.
8. Congratulate the cadet for their efforts and encourage them to remain active in CAP.
9. Dismiss the cadet and return their salute
A Note About Promotion Review Boards: there is no current regulation in CAP that requires
promotion review boards. They may be conducted at the local level if desired, but they are
not required.
There are various ways that promotion review boards are conducted, but typically they are
an event that is designed to put cadets under stress, to get them to think on their feet, and
answer questions in an interview-style setting.
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While this may be a good rehearsal for a job interview, it is not a feedback or mentoring
session. Feedback sessions are designed to put that cadet at ease and promotion review
boards are designed to put the cadet under stress. These two things cannot coexist together.
Promotion review boards are not associated with the CAPF 60-90 series.

Sustaining a Cadet in Grade
7 min
Sometimes a cadet will have struggled to fulfill the Leadership Expectations, in which case
we’ll need to sustain the cadet in grade. This news has to be delivered in a way that is
positive and productive and encourages the cadet to continue working towards promotion.
Q1:

What principles should guide our mentoring approach when sustaining a cadet in
grade?

A1:

Give a few moments for answers be sure to re-direct anything that is incorrect and
that conflicts with the answers below. Be sure to discuss each of the ideas below:

Here are a few key points for keeping the cadet focused on the positive:
No Surprises: Number one, there should be no surprises. The cadet should not be
blindsided because staff has not communicated that fact that he isn’t meeting standards.
Informal mentoring and feedback should have been happening and someone should have
had at least one meeting with the cadet to discuss their poor performance.
Model a Positive Attitude. How you handle the news of a delayed promotion will affect
how the cadet reacts to that news. Do not present a punitive attitude. Do not dwell on
past mistakes. Rather, be positive, highlight any successes the cadet may have had
recently and reiterate your belief that they can get there. Discuss how you’ll provide extra
mentoring to help the cadet achieve his or her goals.
Help Develop Coping Skills. The cadet may need help coping in two regards. First, the
delayed promotion may trigger an emotional reaction, so we’ll need to help the cadet deal
with those emotions. That can be done by focusing on the short-term nature of this
momentary setback, and by reassuring the cadet that just about every cadet is sustained
in grade at least once. Second, the cadet may feel overwhelmed by the performance
challenges, asking himself, ‘how am I supposed to do better when I’m already trying so
hard?’ Extra mentoring, with closer supervision and coaching will provide extra resources
so the cadet can solve the performance challenge.
Teach That Stress Can Be Good. When sustaining a cadet in grade, we’re probably
creating anxiety in the cadet’s mind, and that’s okay because stress can trigger subtle
changes to brain chemistry that makes it possible for the cadet to perform at a higher
level than he or she otherwise would. World records get set in high stress environments
like the Olympics more than in low stress environments like routine, low-level
competitions.
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CAPF 60-90. Anytime you are sustaining a cadet in grade you must complete a CAPF 6090 series form and feedback session, even if you’ve already done one for the Phase.
Within the meeting you will establish an action plan so that the cadet is ready to promote
during his next review. (CAPR 60-1, 5.7.3)
Momentary Setback. While CAP sometimes sustains a cadet in grade when more time is
needed to fulfill Leadership Expectations, we don’t sentence cadets to an indeterminate
term before their next evaluation. These setbacks are short-term. Setbacks are a part of
life, and if we role-model and support them appropriately cadets will learn how to deal
with them in a healthy way.
Schedule the Next Review. To reinforce the preceding point, don’t end the feedback
meeting until you have scheduled a follow-up review in within 60 days. (CAPR 60-1,
5.7.3)

Transition. We’ve discussed why feedback is valuable to personal growth, learned a bit
about the Johari Window and our natural propensity for blind spots, and discussed key
concepts for feedback meetings as well as key processes to follow to implement them well.
Now, let’s put all that learning together via an exercise.
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Exercise

20 min

We are going to take some time to work through a couple of examples of formal feedback
meetings.
In the student packet you will find two scenarios, for Kristen & Dylan, and blank CAPF 60-90
series forms.

1. Divide the class into groups of 3 or 4, and assign each group either the ‘‘Kristen’’ case; or
the ‘‘Dylan’’ case. There will be a couple of groups working on each case; but smaller
groups are better for this exercise.
2. Allow students 10 minutes to read the case study and complete the appropriate CAPF
60-90 series (they will need to choose which form to use).
3. Regroup. Have someone from each case briefly summarize the ‘‘way they completed the
form.
4. Divide back into groups and have them role play their feedback meeting, with someone
acting as the cadet and the others acting as senior members or cadet staff. Have an
instructors walk around to ensure they are approaching the meeting as a discussion with
a positive, mentoring approach.
5. Use the annotated feedback forms on the next pages as an answer key. It is not critical
that the students’ CAPF 60-90s look exactly like the ‘‘answers’’ shown on those
annotated documents. What matters most is that the students compare the
observations about the cadets’ performance against the performance goals. Also, the
students should show concern for following a ‘‘positive, constructive, and specific’’
approach in conducting their feedback meeting.
6. At the conclusion of the lesson, provide students with a hard copy of the sample
annotated feedback forms (on the next page) for their reference.
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LEADERSHIP FEEDBACK

Sample CAPF 60-91 for “Kristen”

Wu, Kristen

C/Amn

Jan. --- Feb. 2021

X
X
X

Evaluate the cadet
using the criteria
set for their phase.

X

You’re quietly showing us that you put a lot of
effort and care into your uniform, and your
customs and courtesies. Great job.
You supported the team during the CPFT. With
a good attitude anything is possible. Plus, good
attitudes like yours are contagious. Keep it up.

It would be great to see you ask more questions,
especially if something is unclear. A mark of a
good follower is to know when to ask questions.
It seems like sometimes you are actively
listening, and therefore can follow directions
perfectly, but other times, it seems as if you
weren’t listening and then you can’t follow the
directions.

X
Amelia Earhart, C/2nd Lt, Flight Commander

Asking the cadet to discuss
their successes and what
they’re working on helps
them develop a habit of
reflection and thinking
critically about their
development as a leader.

Kristen Wu,

Evaluators can be cadet staff or
adult leaders, but ultimately the
unit commander must ensure the
cadet is evaluated properly.
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26 Feb 2021

Be positive and
encouraging. This
isn’t an adversarial
process.
Be specific. Avoid
generalities.

Be constructive.
Look for way the
cadet can improve
and help them think
about a plan to do
so.

Don’t overwhelm
the cadet. Offer no
more than 2 or 3
suggestions for
improvement.

LEADERSHIP FEEDBACK
Sample CAPF 60-92 for “Dylan”

C/MSgt

Sanchez, Dylan

Dec 2020. --- Feb. 2021

X
X
X
X
X

The high ratings in
“Responsibility” and
“Core Values” above
are supported in the
comments here.

1. Superb uniform. You clearly put a lot of effort into you
uniform and try hard in all you do. Your work ethic which
tells us you have tremendous potential.
2. You take your flight sergeant job seriously and watch how
the flight performs in drill, uniforms, customs & courtesies,
etc.
3. You are very enthusiastic, committed to the CAP program
and eager to take on more responsibility

1. You’ve been telling the flight, “I demand you meet
the standards.” They’ve mostly ignored your
demands. Are there other ways to influence people?
This is an opportunity to utilize transformation
leadership. Watch C/1st Mitchell.
2. Try using a softer approach in enforcing standards.
Catch people doing things right during inspections.
Encourage and teach much more than you reprimand
on the drill field. Watch how C/MSgt Eaker Handles
drill and inspection.

X

28 March 2021

Neil Armstrong, C/Capt, Cadet Commander

This cadet is being retained in
grade. The evaluator / mentor
should state that fact at the
beginning of the feedback
meeting. Such an approach allows
the cadet to focus on the mentor’s
comments, vs. wondering if they
are getting promoted or not.

Dylan Sanchez, 26 Feb 2021

This young cadet is still learning how
to make the adjustments from a
Phase I airman to a Phase II NCO.
Perhaps he’ll be very upset a being
retained in grade now, but later he’ll
look back at this moment and see it
as a good thing. Cadets do not want
to merely collect ribbons; they want
to become capable leaders.
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Comments here point
back to the rating in
“Interpersonal Skills”
and the performance
goals of that category.
When retaining a cadet
in grade, it important to
provide comments that
have enough detail so
the cadet can
understand what they
can do to improve in
that area. These
written comments
should be expanded
upon during the inperson feedback
meeting.

Assure the cadet that they won’t be
held back indefinitely, and that we
will revisit these points.

Summary & Closing

1 min

We all have areas that could use some growth. Becoming self-aware is a skill that takes
cultivation and practice.
Feedback makes cadets stronger and helps them to become better leaders, if they are able to
receive it and do something with it.
Encourage a Habit of Reflection
One of the best life skills we can encourage in cadets is a habit of reflection. They need to
appreciate that thinking about their own performance, re-playing their day or an event in
their mind in search strengths and areas for improvement, is a good habit.
Mentoring and feedback is the cornerstone of Transformation Leadership. Our cadets cannot
grow to their fullest potential if we are not offering feedback and opportunities for them to
learn individually.
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